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1. Booker T and Rob Van Dam v
2. Batista and Ric Flair w Randy Orton

2v2 Tag World Tag Team Championship-Grade I
What definitely stood out here was the rather tentative action in the first half of this contest.  Granted, it did seem to become more solid 

afterward, but the lacking form early set a bad tone from which this match had an uphill battle from which to recover.  Liked the finishing 

series with Orton interfering, attacking Booker T's leg, which eventually led into a figure four from Flair, which then led into a five star frog 

splash on a grounded Flair.  Mixed leaning downward.
1Raw 9:37…® 47 Mx-1t-1v-2b-1v-E-§-2b-E-1b-1b*2f*1b‚2f

Fin
§Commercial Break. Title Change Pace
ÀFiveStarFrogSplash–Pin: In slowly, wavering thereafter, up some toward finish. Ê Á Ë

Batista 1st loss in 6 outings Action

1. Chris Jericho v 2. Kane Singles
The exchanges were of the highest note here.  Liked the early leg targeting by both men early on, which led into a full on knee assault by 

Kane throughout the rest of the match, continuing off previous week's occurrences.  The knee focus continued to be executed considerably

well.  Match takes a little hit in the rating because of the lack of balance, but what would normally be a greater loss is forgiven by virtue that 

Jericho's continued succumbing to his injury was the point here.
2Raw 2:55|æ 33 Mx-2-2-2

Incapacitation: InabilityToStand–Referee'sCall(Kane); Eff. action, steady on avg. Ê Á Ë Fin
Pace

1. Trish Stratus and Victoria w Steven Richards v
2. Molly Holly and Jazz w Theodore Long

2v2 Tag

Action

Match enjoyed some good execution between these four, particularly from Victoria and Holly whose strikes and moves seemed to pack a 

little more impact than from what is normally seen in a women's match.  Match did not really kick on to the finish, but that did nothing to hurt 

this match; it only would have made it better.  A healthy performance figure given the duration and one of the higher figures on the match 

tabs for all four.
3Raw 3:32…| 40 2j-1s-2h-2h-1v-1v‚2h

Widow'sPeak–Pin;  Steadily, some good action, no kick. Ê Á Ë Fin
Victoria 3 straight wins Pace
MlyHolly 4 straight losses Action

1. Shawn Michaels v 2. Chris Benoit Singles
I said expect something good; forget that.  See the pace line; forget that.  So many good things over a nice duration.  One would be hard 

pressed to day that both did not show fury throughout this one.  Could have done without the Triple H distraction.  Benoit gets his first loss 

on the year, but in a real gem.  Nicely executed series throughout, a short series of referee counts, and a balanced offensive share.  A triple 

digit and then some.  After viewing this, was there any doubt whatsoever?
4Raw 21:10 æ 124 (4Ææ) 2-2-1-Mx-1-1-1-E-Mx-E-§-2-2-2-2-2-E-1-E-Mx-E-Mx-E-Mx-2-1-Mx-2-2-E-2-1

SweetChinMusic–Pin; Very effective throughout, gamely, superb quality. Ê Á Ë Fin
§Commercial Break. Best of the Night CBenoit 2nd straight 80+ Pace

CBenoit 1st loss in 7 outings Action



Breakdowns Matches 4 Interference 1Raw *Randy Orton *Mick Foley Title Changes Booker T and Rob Van Dam–New World Tag Team
No Contests 0 2Raw —   Champions
Total Match Time 37:16_™ 3Raw —
Pct. Of Show 38.63 (96.5) 4Raw —

Match Types Singles 2 Character Notes Christian continues to try to get closer to Stratus,
Tag 2   unbeknownst to Jericho.  Just waiting for Jericho to 

  find out so that the explosions can begin.

Notable Segments
4Raw 124 Shawn Michaels v Chris Benoit

Notable Matches
Best of the Night S-1 +1.25 Benoit keeps his statement to Triple H simple, with a crossface.

Worst of the Night
Best of the Night

2Raw 33 Chris Jericho v Kane Worst of the Night S-11 +/-0 Keibler and Miss Jackie complain about the Playboy travesty.

Show Scoring Match Contribution Index 58.59 Assessment Some healthy matches, a superb main event, and some good supporting segments give Raw a deserved triple digit overall score, for its second
Segment Contribution Index 42.19 on the year.  A fine positioning effort for the stretch run to Wrestlemania XX.
Overall Show Score 100.78

Segment by Segment
¡TRIPLE H comes out to the ring, saying that he came straight from BISCHOFF, there asking who his WMXX opponent would be, but BISCHOFF had no answer; TRIPLE H says Fun fact: The crossface, in Benoit-ese, +1.25
it is not good enough because he has BENOIT leaving SmackDown and having legal claim to face him, and that he also has MICHAELS, who superkicked BENOIT and signed   has the following meanings:
the contract to face TRIPLE H; TRIPLE H cites WMX where YOKOZUNA defended the title twice in the same night, and lost; TRIPLE H says such will not happen at WMXX   (1) This will hurt you.
because it will be the greatest, then he demands that BISCHOFF come out and answer the question; BISCHOFF comes out an says he agrees with TRIPLE H'S assessment;   (2) You are screwed.
TRIPLE H will hear nothing of the lawyers involved and wants an answer; BISCHOFF asks what if he cancelled MICHAELS v. BENOIT and replaced it with a title match tonight   (3) Say hi to Mark Henry for me.
where TRIPLE H would have his choice who to face tonight, and then the winner of the match would defend at WMXX; BISCHOFF then seeks the crowd's approval, which
he gets; TRIPLE H acknowledges the assessment, then says it is not a bad idea but that BISCHOFF mistook him for someone who cares what the fans think;  TRIPLE H again
demands an answer, but BENOIT interrupts; TRIPLE H says BENOIT is mad at the wrong guy as he did not superkick him; BENOIT tells TRIPLE H to shut up because this is
about him and has only one thing to say; BENOIT then attacks TRIPLE H and the two collide; BENOIT subdues TRIPLE H with the crippler crossface; the remainder of
EVOLUTION comes out to aid TRIPLE H, but BENOIT escapes just in time.
¡Backstage, ORTON offers to find BENOIT and deliver him to TRIPLE H; TRIPLE H tells EVOLUTION to calm down because they have all night to get BENOIT; TRIPLE H Always planning ahead, that Triple H. 0
then tells ORTON to go with BATISTA and FLAIR for their tag title match so nothing else goes wrong; ORTON then assures TRIPLE H that everything is under control.
¡President's Day homage: Franklin Delano Roosevelt: "The only thing we have to fear, is fear itself." You forgot the crossface, FDR. NR
¡Video Recap: No Way Out, GOLDBERG hits a jackhammer on LESNAR but is arrested; during the main event, GOLDBERG returns to spear LESNAR. And now for some more pain… NR
¡AUSTIN remarks to BISCHOFF that he gave GOLDBERG a ticket and an order, but he speared LESNAR and SmackDown has a new champion and everything in line, but No looking up Austin's law for me +0.25
what does Raw have?; AUSTIN notes that TRIPLE H has two contenders for the title in MICHAELS and BENOIT, and he needs an opponent for WMXX; BISCHOFF says he   tonight, I will just take his word for
will figure it out with time; AUSTIN gives him till the end of the night, BISCHOFF will have violated AUSTIN'S law, then AUSTIN will stomp a mudhole in him; BISCHOFF   it.  On another note, is not sanctioned
says AUSTIN is crystal clear on this; as BISCHOFF leaves the office, ORTON intercepts him and complains about his issues with FOLEY and that he started it and will finish   code for OK, but it's not OK?
it tonight by calling FOLEY out to the ring, regardless of whether or not BISCHOFF gives his permission; BISCHOFF says OK, but that it will be non-sanctioned; ORTON
says tonight, FOLEY will not walk out of Bakersfield.
¡Backstage CHRISTIAN finds JERICHO and asks about his match with KANE and wants to know why he is fighting him; JERICHO says BISCHOFF is screwing with him Et tu, Christian? +0.5
because of his knee; CHRISTIAN affirms the damage to JERICHO'S knee; JERICHO says the match is made and he must fight but then asks CHRISTIAN for some advice
from a trusted and best friend when he says he wants to be more than friends with STRATUS then asks his opinion on a rose as a belated Valentine's Day gift; CHRISTIAN
says it is a bad idea, saying who knows if STRATUS does not like someone else; JERICHO wants to know if CHRISTIAN has heard something to the effect; CHRISTIAN says
he has not but would tell him, then tells him to focus on KANE; JERICHO says he will take down KANE then tell STRATUS how he feels; JERICHO gives CHRISTIAN the rose
to hang on to for him.
¡Post 2Raw KANE continues the assault on JERICHO, throwing him out of the ring, then carrying him into the ringpost; KANE tells JERICHO that this should be a lesson to Doesn't seem so gullible anymore, does +0.5
him or whoever has been playing the supernatural mind games with him; KANE also says that people are gullible to think the UNDERTAKER is behind it because he was buried   it Kane?
alive, no longer exists to him, and is dead; KANE summons his pyro first time around, but the menacing video again shows accompanied with the eerie purple light; the video
notes that only 27 days remain until the dead rise again at WMXX; then rain, thunder and fog envelope KANE as the haunting bell resounds.
¡President's Day homage: Ronald Reagan: "Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall." No, no, it's Break Down the Walls. NR
¡ORTON comes out to the ring and addresses FOLEY'S challenge for WMXX; ORTON says it will not happen because it would not be fair as he is the IC Champion, 23 years I guess Orton was right tonight about +1.0
old, and not even in the prime yet, but that FOLEY is a broken-down ego-blinded glory hog whose time is over; but ORTON says is FOLEY wants a fight, it is time to go and   Foley not walking out.  But he needs
tonight FOLEY is not the hardcore legend, but ORTON'S "bitch;" FOLEY comes down to the ring and the two collide; it goes back and forth early on then FOLEY takes charge,   to remember, Foley always gets back
hitting the double arm DDT; however, FLAIR and BATISTA come out and while FOLEY holds in own momentarily, a low blow from ORTON puts this in EVOLUTION'S control;   up eventually, and that will be his
a triple team beating ensues and ORTON hits the RKO; FOLEY is resolved and tries to get back up, but ORTON resumes the beating with his cohorts; a triple-team powerbomb   undoing.
downs FOLEY and ORTON tells him it is over and to stay down; ORTON is triumphant; FOLEY is eventually removed on a stretcher.
¡MICHAELS is preparing for his match when BENOIT finds him; BENOIT says MICHAELS has no idea what BENOIT wants to do to him but will as he will show MICHAELS I'm pretty sure he knows, Benoit.  But +0.5
the same respect he was shown last week; BENOIT has MICHAELS think about that.   reinforcement was a good idea here.
¡KEIBLER and MISS JACKIE address BISCHOFF in his office; KEIBLER says he knows they should have been chosen for Playboy and that SABLE said it was because they That karate thing, Bischoff, I think 0
had no class; KEIBLER says they could have outsold TORRIE WILSON and SABLE; BISCHOFF says if they can, Hugh Hefner would want to hear from them and tells them to   it's time for some training with your
call him up; AUSTIN enters the office and asks about the main event; BISCHOFF says he is working on it and has his hands full; AUSTIN says he needs a decision; BISCHOFF   sensei lest you risk getting annihilated 
says he is figuring it out; AUSTIN brings up a statement from BISCHOFF on the Monday Night War DVD when he said he could whip VINCE MCMAHON; BISCHOFF says he   next week.  The issue with McMahon
remembers and thinks he can because MCMAHON has been beaten up by everyone, BISCHOFF is 20-25 years younger, and in a street fight, he has the karate thing going;   was good.  But more complaining from
unknown to BISCHOFF, MCMAHON is listening while BISCHOFF says he could win in any arena, even on a bad day; MCMAHON addresses BISCHOFF, saying he said it was on   the divas counterbalanced that.
him if GOLDBERG showed at No Way Out but he has a reprieve because next week, MCMAHON will make a blockbuster announcement about WMXX in his wrestling gear then
will call out BISCHOFF, then they will learn if BISCHOFF can beat him; AUSTIN reassures BISCHOFF that he still has the karate thing.
¡President's Day homage: John F. Kennedy: "Ask not what your country can do for you.  Ask what you can do for your country." Can I take over my country? NR
¡Post 3Raw TEST attacks RICHARDS and VICTORIA; STRATUS tries to help them but TEST begins the attack on her too; before TEST can hit a powerbomb on STRATUS, Little by little, he moves in further… +0.25
CHRISTIAN comes out to save her; STRATUS appears somewhat confused at the whole thing.
¡Backstage STRATUS catches CHRISTIAN and thanks him for the save; STRATUS says she is going to see JERICHO but CHRISTIAN says he is going too and offers her a …and when Jericho finds out, stand +1.0
ride; STRATUS accepts but CHRISTIAN first goes to get something: the rose JERICHO was going to give her; CHRISTIAN gives it to STRATUS as a Valentine's Day gift;   back, because Christian will be taken
STRATUS accepts but still seems confused.   downtown to Chinatown.

¡Post 4Raw TRIPLE H seems to help MICHAELS up, but gives him the pedigree; AUSTIN comes out on the ATV and informs him that BISCHOFF has made a decision, and Let the war commence! +0.25
¡Video Recap: BENOIT wins the Rumble; AUSTIN tells MICHAELS to do something if he wants his shot; MICHAELS superkicks BENOIT and signs his WMXX contract. —

5.  Though it's like something out of a high school soap opera drama, I am eager to see Christian get his comeuppance for his actions.  The rose idea piracy was just wrong.

Closing Notes
that for the first time, the championship will be decided at WMXX in a triple threat match between TRIPLE H, BENOIT, and MICHAELS; TRIPLE H is enraged.

1.  I absolutely love the Wrestlemania XX commercial with all the superstars talking about having the dream, the passion, and the sacrifice.  "Where it all begins, again."
2.  Like some of my colleagues, wondering if and when The Rock will surface to even Foley's odds with Evolution.
3.  Right after that main event, I pulled the tab on that tape; it's truly a keeper.  If I had the equipment, I would have transferred that to a DVD+R by now.
4.  Focusing on the third and fourth matches tonight, did the strikes and execution seem to carry exceptionally more impact than we are used to, to anyone else?



16ı04–°°4Raw CtG 4Ææ °°:21:10Ææ Sg 124 °°2 °°E °2| °E °1 SweetChinMusic-P 46.70 L ShawnMichaels Very effective, superb quality 2
°°9ı04–°°2Raw Rse — °°:11:19_© Sg 87 °°1 °°2 °E °1Æ °2 CrplrCrsfce-S 14.93 W RicFlair Active, out nicely 2
°°2ı04–°°1Raw ByJ — °°:°°2:45Æ› Sg 29 °°1 °°2 °1 °M °1 CrplrCrsfce-S 1.64 W MarkHenry Midway settling, mostly fair 2

25Ù04–°°6RR WhC ? °°:°°?:?? RR«1CtWH/WWEMnEvWMXX-G1 ?? °°1 °°- °- °- °- ????? - W BigShow/KrtAngle/CJericho/RbVanDam/25 Others ??? 30
22Ù04–°°4SD Tgt — °°:19:15æ© 3v2HcpTg 100 °°1b °°1Æ °1 °2Æ °1 FU-P 34.07 W (w JohnCena) BrLesnar/Rhyno/MtMorgan Dbl kick 2/5, 15/16, with effect 2
°°8Ù04–°°1SD VB — °°:°°6:20æ_ 3v1HcpMnRlRmb2Min 66 °°1 °°2 °1 °1 °1 Backdrop-E 9.05 W F.B.I. Into°stride,°with°effect 2
°°1Ù04–°°3SD LE — °°:°°6:54|… 3v2HcpTgRumbleEntries 60 °°2b °°1 °1_ °1® °2 • CrplrCrsfce-S 8.92 W (w°JohnCena)°F.B.I. Held°form,°driving 2

°°9ı04–°°4Raw Rse — :10:49 © TrpThrtIC-G2 78 °°3 °°2 °3Æ °3 °3 •ÀFvStrFrogSplash-P 17.40 W RbVanDam/BookerT Constant, eased but good finish 3
°°2ı04–°°8Raw ByJ — °°:13:37™› Sg 50 °°1 °°MÆ °E °1_ °2 RollUp-P 10.96 L ShawnMichaels Over settled, little recovery 2
26Ù04–°°1Raw GtC — °°:17:13|© 3v2HcpTg 102 °°2o °°1Æ °E °2| °2 ÀRKO-P 31.79 W (w Batista/RicFlair) CJericho/RbVanDam Lengthily sound 2
25Ù04–°°6RR WhC ? °°:°°?:?? RR«1CtWH/WWEMnEvWMXX-G1 ?? °°2 °°- °- °- °- ????? - L ChrisBenoit ??? 30
19Ù04–°°8Raw Rsh — °°:°°6:59ææ 6MnBtlRylTpRopePos«30RR 58 °°4 °°M °6 °4 °6 MilitaryPressThrw-E 8.27 L Goldberg Settled and held, fair activity 6
19Ù04–°°7Raw Rsh — °°:°°2:51®| SgEntryIntoRR«30BtlRyl 40 °°1 °°1 °2 °2Æ °1 RKO-P 2.34 W TheHurricane Kicked strongly 3/8 to close 2
12Ù04–°°6Raw Nas — °°:18:57| SgIC-G2 79 °°1 °°1 °1© °2Æ °1 RpSuspnsnDDT-P 25.05 W RobVanDam Cold spots early and late 2
11Ù04–°°3Ht Pyr — — Sg - °°- °°- °- °- °- RKO-P - W ValVenis — 2

16ı04–°°2Raw CtG — °°:°°2:55|æ Sg 33 °°1 °°M °2 °2Æ °2æ Incapacitation-RfsCl 2.00 L Kane Effective action, steady on average 2
°°9ı04–°°1Raw Rse — °°:°°4:25|æ 2v2MxdTg 55 °°1j °°1 °2 °E °1 VictoryRoll-P 5.02 W (w TStratus) MlyHolly/MttHardy Moved well from outset 2
°°2ı04–°°7Raw ByJ — °°:°°4:46|© 2v2TgWldTag-G1 52 °°1j °°1 °2Æ °1 °2 • FigureFourLegLock-S 5.12 L (w Chrstian) Batista/RicFlair Kicked on 1/2, with effect 2
26Ù04–°°1Raw GtC — °°:17:13|© 3v2HcpTg 102 °°1j °°1Æ °E °2| °2 •ÀRKO-P 31.79 L (w RbVanDam) Evolution [ROrton/Batista/RFlair] Lengthily sound 2
25Ù04–°°6RR WhC ? °°:°°?:?? RR«1CtWH/WWEMnEvWMXX-G1 ?? 25 °°- °- °- °- ????? - L ChrisBenoit ??? 30
19Ù04–°°8Raw Rsh — °°:°°6:59ææ 6MnBtlRylTpRopePos«30RR 58 °°2 °°M °6 °4 °6 MilitaryPressThrw-E 8.27 L Goldberg Settled and held, fair activity 6
19Ù04–°°2Raw Rsh — °°:°°4:35…© SgEntryIntoRR«30BtlRyl 50 °°1 °°1Æ °2Æ °M °1 WlsOfJericho-S 4.69 W ReneDupree Into stride, quality mostly held 2
12Ù04–°°5Raw Nas — °°:°°7:51…› Sg 57 °°2 °°1 °1 °2 °1 WldStgstSlam-P 9.20 L MarkHenry Wavering pace and action 2
°°5Ù04–°°2Raw Pyr — °°:°°5:01®™ 2v2Tg 52 °°1j °°2Æ °1Æ °2 °1 InvertedDDT-P 5.39 W (w Chrstian) Hrricane/Rosey Gd°early,°settled,°held 2

16ı04–°°1Raw CtG — °°:°°9:37…® 2v2TgWldTag-G1 47 °°1v °°1Æ °E °1 °1 ÀFvStrFrogSplash-P 6.95 W (w BookerT) Batista/RicFlair In slowly, wavering, up some 2
°°9ı04–°°4Raw Rse — :10:49 © TrpThrtIC-G2 78 °°1 °°2 °3Æ °3 °3 ÀFvStrFrogSplash-P 17.40 L RandyOrton Constant, eased but good finish 3
°°8ı04–°°1Ht ByJ — — Sg - °°- °°- °- °- °- FvStrFrogSplash-P - W JonHeidenreich — 2
26Ù04–°°1Raw GtC — °°:17:13|© 3v2HcpTg 102 °°1v °°1Æ °E °2| °2 ÀRKO-P 31.79 L (w CJericho) Evolution [ROrton/Batista/RFlair] Lengthily sound 2
25Ù04–°°6RR WhC ? °°:°°?:?? RR«1CtWH/WWEMnEvWMXX-G1 ?? 29 °°- °- °- °- ????? - L ChrisBenoit ??? 30
19Ù04–°°8Raw Rsh — °°:°°6:59ææ 6MnBtlRylTpRopePos«30RR 58 °°1 °°M °6 °4 °6 MilitaryPressThrw-E 8.27 L Goldberg Settled and held, fair activity 6
19Ù04–°°1Raw Rsh — °°:°°6:05…_ 2v2TgEntriesIntoRR«30BtlRyl 55 °°1v °°1Æ °2Æ °E °1Æ • FvStrFrogSplash-P 6.85 W (w BookerT) Chrstian/MttHardy Steady out, went on 3/4 2
12Ù04–°°6Raw Nas — °°:18:57| SgIC-G2 79 °°2 °°1 °1© °2Æ °1 RpSuspnsnDDT-P 25.05 L RandyOrton Cold spots early and late 2
°°5Ù04–°°5Raw Pyr — °°:°°9:40…| Sg«1CtIC-G3 33 °°1 °°1 ° °2 °1 FvStrFrogSplash-P 4.55 W MarkHenry Intermittent,°some°pickup 2

16ı04–°°1Raw CtG — °°:°°9:37…® 2v2TgWldTag-G1 47 °°2f °°1Æ °E °1 °1 •ÀFvStrFrogSplash-P 6.95 L (w Batista) BookerT/RbVanDam In slowly, wavering, up some 2
°°9ı04–°°2Raw Rse — °°:11:19_© Sg 87 °°1 °°2 °E °1Æ °2 CrplrCrsfce-S 14.93 L ChrisBenoit Active, out nicely 2
°°2ı04–°°7Raw ByJ — °°:°°4:46|© 2v2TgWldTag-G1 52 °°2f °°1 °2Æ °1 °2 • FigureFourLegLock-S 5.12 W (w Batista) CJericho/Christian Kicked on 1/2, with effect 2
26Ù04–°°1Raw GtC — °°:17:13|© 3v2HcpTg 102 °°2f °°1Æ °E °2| °2 ÀRKO-P 31.79 W (w RdyOrton/Batista) CJericho/RbVanDam Lengthily sound 2
25Ù04–°°1RR WhC ? °°:°°?:?? 2v2TgWldTagTbls-G1 ?? °°? °°- °- °- °- ????? - W (w Batista) DdlyBoyz [BRDudley/DVDudley] ??? 2
°°5Ù04–°°6Raw Pyr — °°:°°9:41™_ 2v2TgWldTag-G1 89 °°1f °°2Æ °1Æ °M °1 •ÀSitDownPBomb-P 17.80 W (w°Batista)°DdlyBoyz°[BRDudley/DVDudley] Cyclic°pacing,°settled°drive 2
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Aff: WWE Raw

2004
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Randy Orton
Aff: WWE Raw

St. Louis, MO

Vts:

Fin:

Stbl:

Ttl:

6' 04" – 245

RKO

Evolution

Intercontinental Champion

3

As of 16 February 2004
slashwrestling-wienerboard

Flair:  Three of six over eighty cannot be dismissed.  Majority being tag outings drops him on the scale, but his matches always contribute nicely enough.

67

2004 8 5

2 2

102

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Previously of the SmackDown roster, officially transferred to Raw on 26Ù04; record as of 26Ù04: (  4    4    0    0 100).

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

4
Rob Van Dam
Aff: WWE Raw

Battle Creek, MI 2004 9 4 5 0 102 Stip. 7 3 4 0 79
Vts:

Fin:

Stbl:

Ttl:

6' 00" – 235

Five Star Frog Splash, Van Daminator, Van Terminator

—

World Tag Team Champion

Singles 3 2 1 0 79 No Stip. 2 1 1 0 102
Tag 3 2 1 0 102 Last 5 5 2 3 0 102
Title 3 1 2 0 79 0 -Msg 0 0 0

5
Ric Flair
Aff: WWE Raw

Charlotte, NC 2004

Title

6 4 2 0 102 Stip. 4 3 1 0 89
Vts:

Fin:

Stbl:

Ttl:

6' 01" – 234

Figure Four Leg Lock

Evolution

—

Singles 1 0 1 0 87 No Stip. 2 1 1 0 102
Tag 5 4 1 0 102 Last 5 5 3 2 0 102

4 3 1 0 89 Msg 0 -

Lines Rankings: Top 5

Benoit: A strong win-loss record, and the figures tell you that you likely have something good when he comes down to the ring,

Orton: Better in his tag outings than in his singles, but his involvement in six nice efforts cannot be mere coincidence.

Jericho: If you throw out that last one, nothing less than 50, which is hard to argue with from this vantage point, even with the losing record.

Van Dam: His best comes in the tag outings, which is encouraging for any upcoming tag title defenses with Booker T.

0 0 0


